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Term 6 

Are we There Yet? 

The Naughty Bus,     Oi Get off my train 

The Way Back Home,      Mr Gumpy’s outing/motor car 

Who sunk the boat? 

 

Communication and Language: 

 Be able to express a point of view and to debate 
when they disagree with an adult or a friend, using 

words as well as actions. 
 Start a conversation with an adult or a friend and 

continue it for many turns.  
 Look at stories, photographs, pictures and videos.  

Ask and answer questions.  What happened? 

 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development: 

 Develop appropriate ways of being assertive.  
 Talk with others to solve conflicts.  
 Taking part in sports day -  Dealing with winning and 

losing and friendly competition. 
 Jigsaw- Changing me – prepare for the transition to 

YR. 
 Look how far I've come! Reflect on our life so far 

(share baby photos) and all we have achieved at 
Little Stars (look back at learning from the year).   

 Model positive behaviour and highlight exemplary 
behaviour of children in class, narrating what was 
kind and considerate about the behaviour. 

Physical Development: 

 Collaborate with others to manage large items. 
 Encourage children to be highly active and get out of 

breath several times every day.  
 Provide opportunities for children to, spin, rock, tilt, 

fall, slide and bounce.  
 Show a preference for a dominant hand.  
 Engage in a range of fine motor activities and 

continually improve control and co-ordination 
(threading, cutting, weaving, building playdough, 
etc). 

 Holds a pencil comfortably and beginning to have 
good control and can form some recognisable letters. 

 Show rhythm when dancing to music. 
 Be increasingly independent as they get dressed and 

undressed, for example doing up zips. 
  

Literacy: 

 Use cameras and iPads to create still 
shots for their innovations of ‘The 

Naughty Bus.’ 
 Write some or all of their name.   
 Form some letters accurately.  
 Use some of their print and letter 

knowledge in their early writing.  
 Read a range of stories and discuss 

them in detail.  Think about the 
characters, the setting and the plot.  

 Read non-fiction books to find out 
information about transportation. 

 Develop their phonological awareness 
and for those ready, follow Phase 2 
phonics scheme. 

 Spot and suggest rhymes. 
 Count or clap syllables in a word. 
 Learn new rhymes, poems and songs as 

well as singing familiar ones. 

 

 
Mathematics: 

 Solve real world mathematical problems 
with numbers up to 5. 

 Experiment with their own symbols and 
marks as well as numerals.  

 Discuss routes and locations, using 
words like ‘in front of’ and ‘behind’. 

 Explore measure, particularly length and 
distance when experimenting with 
ramps and toy vehicles. 

 Talk about and explore 2D and 3D shapes 
using informal and mathematical 
language: ‘sides’, ‘corners’; ‘straight’, 
‘flat’, ‘round.’  

 Extend and create ABAB patterns. 
 Consolidate previous mathematical 

concepts in preparation for YR. 

 

 

Expressive Arts and Design: 

 Carefully plan and design their creations, considering the tools, 
strategies and materials they will use. 

 Evaluate their creations and consider how to further improve them. 
 Join different materials more confidently and explore different 

textures. 
 Design and create future modes of transport, thinking about form and 

function. 
 Play instruments with increasing control to express their feelings and 

ideas. 
 Show different emotions in their drawings and paintings, like 

happiness, sadness, fear, etc.  
 Tell imaginative and complex in their play. 

Understanding the world: 

 Making links with our own lives, for example- how do you get to 
school?  What modes of transport have you experienced and where did 
you go?  Share memories of own special journeys. 

 Modes of transport then and now.  Look at a brief history of transport, 
who invented some of these modes of transport and how was life 
different without them?  Become curators of a museum and design 
their own futuristic transport. 

 Look at the difference between transport in this country and one other 
country, make simple comparisons. 

 Differentiate between transport on land and in water. 
 Use bee-bots on simple maps. Encourage the children to use 

navigational language.  
 Talk about how things work (for example. exploring wheels and 

motors, testing forces). 


